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Abstract. High-resolution and variable-shape images have not yet
been properly addressed by the AI community. The approach of
down-sampling data often used with convolutional neural networks
is sub-optimal for many tasks, and has too many drawbacks to be
considered a sustainable alternative. In sight of the increasing impor-
tance of problems that can benefit from exploiting high-resolution
(HR) and variable-shape, and with the goal of promoting research in
that direction, we introduce a new family of datasets (MetH). The
four proposed problems include two image classification, one im-
age regression and one super resolution task. Each of these datasets
contains thousands of art pieces captured by HR and variable-shape
images, labeled by experts at the Metropolitan Museum of Art. We
perform an analysis, which shows how the proposed tasks go well
beyond current public alternatives in both pixel size and aspect ra-
tio variance. At the same time, the performance obtained by popular
architectures on these tasks shows that there is ample room for im-
provement. To wrap up the relevance of the contribution we review
the fields, both in AI and high-performance computing, that could
benefit from the proposed challenges.

1 INTRODUCTION
Challenging problems to solve is what drives AI research and pushes
the field and its applications forward. A prime example of that is
the ImageNet dataset together with the corresponding ILSVRC chal-
lenge [43]. The popularization of this competition revitalized the
Neural Networks field, particularly in the context of image process-
ing. The outstanding performance of deep neural networks models in
the ILSVRC challenge caught the attention of AI researchers and
practitioners, who quickly acknowledged the potential behind the
combination of deep nets and large sets of data. As a result, the pop-
ularity of the field exploded.

The ImageNet dataset provided an appealing challenge to lure re-
searchers, who in turn, developed and tested many new ideas on it.
Some of these ideas became powerful principles for the current deep
learning (DL) field: Inception blocks [49], ResNet architecture along
its shortcuts [22], Dropout [48] and ReLU [37], among others. This
resulted in remarkable achievements in an extraordinary short time.
Nowadays, the relevance of the ImageNet image classification chal-
lenge has mostly vanished, as its considered to be a solved problem
for the AI community. By of 2019, 98.2% top-5 accuracy [56] was
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Figure 1. Subset of images from the official Met dataset. Notice the varia-
tion in shape among images.

achieved, while human top-5 classification error is between 12% and
5% as stated in the original ILSVRC work [43]. ILSVRC 2017 was
the last edition of the challenge, as announced by the organizers [2].

The necessity of new challenges to push the AI field forward is
constant, particularly considering the current pace of research. Ex-
amples of these are deep fake video detection [3, 4, 5] or motion
recognition in videos [28, 53]. The first task aims to automatically
detect videos where facial traits are artificially modified to change
the appearance of a person. This is an important task at the moment
as recent deep fake methods enable the creation of applications ca-
pable of directly manipulating society. The second task targets the
identification and classification of a given set of corporal gestures.
This research has many real world applications, in fields like assistive
technologies, Human-computer interaction and law enforcement.

In this paper we propose a set of visual challenges, focused on
two aspects of image related tasks that have been overlooked so far:
High-resolution (HR) and variable-shape images. In the context of
this paper, we consider HR datasets those composed by images equal
or larger than 500x500 pixels. This definition is based on the fact
that a vast majority of current image recording devices are capturing
images at least at that resolution, which makes anything below that
low-resolution.

HR is fundamental for AI research, as many present and future
visual challenges can be better solved by having HR insight into
the data. Two good examples of this are medical imaging and au-
tonomous driving. Many visual challenges in the medical domain are
based on HR images, and solving them properly require both, atten-
tion to detail and understanding of large structures. In domains like
breast cancer detection, the benefit of exploiting the highest possible
resolution has already been highlighted [17, 33]. In autonomous driv-
ing, using HR images entails detection at further distances, which has
enormous safety implications. Current solutions already use images



Figure 2. Product size and aspect ratio distribution over several datasets, both on log scale. The dashed blue line separates a representative set of current image
classification datasets, and the MetH datasets introduced here. The vertical red line at aspect ratio 1.0 shows the border between portrait (left side) and landscape
(right side) images.

that fall within our definition of HR [11, 51].
The second image feature we analyze in this paper is variable-

shape. There are several datasets in the field already containing im-
ages of different shape. However, datasets of this kind often have
relatively small variations in aspect ratio, as discussed in §2. The
AI community should start working on datasets with a wider image
shape variety, as these will become more common. The prime exam-
ple of that tendency are crowd-sourced datasets, like the Open Im-
ages dataset [30]. Building datasets by combining multiple sources
saves time and effort, but implies that images are taken using a va-
riety of recording devices, which will most likely not have the same
image resolution or even shape. Additionally, the orientation of the
device when taking the picture can also imply changes in shape (i.e.,
landscape or portrait). Most of the current approaches interpolate all
images to ensure that they have the same shape, avoiding to deal
with variable-shape. However, this approach has a clear drawback:
the loss and/or deformation of information. This directly affects the
models performance [18].

To promote and empower research to tackle these issues, in this
work we introduce a series of datasets containing images of high-
resolution and variable-shape. The associated tasks are image classi-
fication (x2), regression and image super resolution. All images con-
tained in these datasets are obtained from the Metropolitan Museum
of Art (Met). The Met released the data under Creative Common
Zero (CC0) license [6].

2 RELATED WORK
There are many visual challenge datasets in the current literature.
There are however, very few with datasets containing images larger
than 500x500 pixels, and with a significant variance along aspect
ratio. To illustrate that point we analyze 12 popular datasets which
satisfy the three following conditions:

• The dataset must be publicly available.
• The dataset labels must be reliable.
• The dataset must have at least 100 instances per class.

The first condition is self-explanatory. The second one excludes all
datasets that contain labels not validated by humans or that have been

crowd-labeled, as these contain a significant amount of noise. The
third enforces a minimum number of instances, as we consider these
necessary for thorough research experimentation. We were nonethe-
less flexible in this regard, as some datasets analized here have a ma-
jority of classes with more than 100 instances but also a few classes
with less. The final set of analyzed datasets is: ImageNet 2012 [43],
Food101 [9], IP102 [55], Places365 [60], Mit67 [42], Flower102
[38], CatsDogs [41], StanfordDogs [26], Textures [12], Caltech256
[20], Microsoft COCO [32] and Pascal VOC 2012 [13].

We analyze the product size (i.e., width multiplied by height) and
the aspect ratio (i.e., width divided by height) distributions of each
dataset. For the three datasets larger than 100,000 images (ImageNet
2012, Places365 and Microsoft COCO) we take a sample of that size.
Distributions for all 12 datasets can be seen in Figure 2.

In terms of number of pixels (left plot), current image classifi-
cation datasets do not contain images with more than 1 megapixel
(MP). This indicates a bias in current research, particularly consid-
ering that currently popular resolutions are much larger than that.
In contrast, the average image sizes in our datasets MetH-Cultures,
MetH-Medium, MetH-Period and MetH-SR are 5.1, 5.5, 6.3 and 13.6
MP, respectively. Obviously, there are datasets today with images
larger than 1 MP, however, these are typically either private, unre-
liability labeled [30], or have too few instances per class [14].

Regarding aspect ratio, the right plot of Figure 2 shows how the
majority of images found in current datasets are landscape with min-
imal variations. For example, in the ImageNet dataset [43] most im-
ages have both width and height within the 400 and 600 pixel range.
Some datasets do contain a significant amount of portrait images,
such as the Food101, CatsDogs and Caltech256 datasets. However,
even in these cases, their aspect ratio distribution is clearly skewed
towards landscape images (notice that the median is quite close to
the third quartile on all three cases).

The bottom side of the plots in Figure 2 shows the 4 datasets
proposed in this paper. These datasets are introduced and explained
in the following section. Notice that our datasets contain images of
higher resolution. In fact, all images in the Q1-Q3 interval (the boxes
of Figure 2) of the MetH datasets are bigger than the largest image
found on all analyzed datasets. Furthermore, the mean image size for
the MetH datasets is at least one order of magnitude larger on all



Figure 3. Samples of MetH-Medium. Top row shows samples of hard-paste
porcelain, soft-paste porcelain and generic porcelain. Bottom row shows ex-
amples of limestone and generic stone. This shows the difficulty of the prob-
lem, even for humans.
cases, and even more for the MetH-SR dataset. Regarding the aspect
ratio, our proposed datasets have a balanced distribution, containing
more or less as many portrait as landscape images. This distribution
is also rather wide, which means MetH datasets contain both very
wide and very tall images. Also MetH-Period and MetH-Medium
contain slightly more portrait than landscape images. These proper-
ties characterize our datasets and make them relevant in the current
context.

Finally, let us discuss current super resolution datasets, as none of
the datasets analyzed in this section are specific for this task. Among
the most popular super resolution datasets, we can find challenges
with either HR [50] or variable-shape properties [7, 8, 24, 35, 59],
but not both. Moreover, when HR is present [50], this is limited to 2K
resolution and 1,000 samples, with a maximum target scale factor of
x4. Our proposed dataset is larger in number of samples, in resolution
and in target scaling factor. It remains to be seen how current state-
of-the-art will perform in this new and demanding setting.

Dataset 1 Dataset 2 Images %
MetH-Medium MetH-Cultures 7.66%
MetH-Medium MetH-Period 20.81%
MetH-Medium MetH-SR 8.82%
MetH-Cultures MetH-Medium 14.09%
MetH-Cultures MetH-Period 8.64%
MetH-Cultures MetH-SR 10.72%
MetH-Period MetH-Cultures 4.82%
MetH-Period MetH-Medium 21.38%
MetH-Period MetH-SR 8.06%
MetH-SR MetH-Cultures 8.04%
MetH-SR MetH-Medium 12.16%
MetH-SR MetH-Period 10.82%

Table 1. Percentage of images in dataset 1 also found within dataset 2

3 MetH DATASETS
The Metropolitan Museum of art has been photographing its museum
pieces of art in HR for the records. In 2017, the museum decided to
released some of their photographs along with associated metadata
under the Creative Commons Zero (CC0) license [6]. The metadata is
available as a CSV file posted on the Met official GitHub repository.
We downloaded all the images with metadata by crawling the Met
website on March 2019 [39].

Figure 4. Samples of MetH-Cultures. All samples belong to different cul-
tures: British, Chinese, Italian, German, French, Japanese and Spanish. These
set of porcelain pieces exemplifies the subtle differences between cultures.

Based on the Met images, we define four datasets, all of them in-
cluding images of high-resolution and variable-shape: Two datasets
of image classification representing different problematics, the
MetH-Medium and the MetH-Culture. One of regression based on
the visual aspect of the images, the MetH-Period. And one of super
resolution, the MetH-SR. Our datasets share some images between
them, check the specific intersections in Table 1.

All four datasets are publicly available 6. Each dataset contains a
folder with all the images and a CSV file with metadata for all images
in the folder. The metadata includes the target of the problem and the
train, validation and test splits. All datasets names are prefixed with
MetH, a combination of Met and the name of the research group in
which this contribution was developed (HPAI).

3.1 Medium
The Medium dataset (MetH-Medium) targets the identification of the
medium a piece of art is made of (i.e., the main material of the piece)
based on its visual appearance. The dataset has 23 different classes,
including Gold, Silver, Woodcut, Limestone or Silk. All these classes
are balanced on the number of instances, each containing 1,000 im-
ages for training, 100 images for validation and 100 images for test.
By aggregation, the entire dataset contains a total of 27,600 images:
23,000 images for training and 2,300 images for both validation and
test.

In general, this seems like a dataset oriented towards the detec-
tion of small-scale patterns. HR images can help a lot in that regard,
providing small detail on the art pieces. That being said, we cannot
discard that larger patterns are useful for classification, since differ-
ent materials are used differently (e.g., totems are not made of silk).
Furthermore, there are 10 classes within the dataset which are quite
hard to discriminate, even for humans. Examples of these are shown
in Figure 3. Having such a fine-grained subset of classes guarantees
the challenging nature of the dataset, and forces any potential solu-
tion to exploit patterns found at every possible level of detail.

3.2 Cultures
The Cultures dataset (MetH-Cultures) targets the identification of the
culture in which a piece of art was created. This dataset considers
pieces of art belonging to 15 different cultures, including Roman,
British, Coptic, Etruscan or Greek. All classes contain the same num-
ber of instances: 800 instances for training, 100 instance for valida-
tion and another 100 for test. The total amount of instances is 12,000
for training and 1,500 for validation and test.

6 https://hpai.bsc.es/meth-datasets
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This dataset is a good candidate for exploiting HR in images. It
requires identifying the object while paying attention to details that
help discriminate cultures. To illustrate that point, in Figure 4 we
show a variety of porcelain pieces of art made by different cultures.
Some of the porcelain pieces can be partially discriminated based
on its shape (e.g., bowls are typical of Asian cultures), while others
require paying attention to the small drawings decorating the art (e.g.,
some trees or flowers may be specific of a certain culture).

3.3 Period
The Period dataset (MetH-Period) is a regression problem where the
goal is to predict the year in which a piece of art was crafted. The
data released by the Met contains the exact year of creation for some
pieces, and a range of years for others (when the exact year could
not be established). In order to reduce noise in the proposed task, we
include only art pieces for which the exact year of creation is known.
The final range of years for this task goes from year 1500 to year
1900, capturing pieces from the very beginning of the Modern Age
to the middle of the recent Contemporary Age. The training and val-
idation sets are balanced when aggregating images in buckets of 50
years. The distribution of samples aggregated in this manner can be
seen in Figure 5. This dataset has a total amount of 37,762 instances
distributed into 8,000 training, 2,400 for validation and 27,362 for
testing. This accounts for an average of 20 samples per year in the
train set.

Over the considered time frame, art tendencies have varied sig-
nificantly. In Europe, art evolved through many periods, including
Rennaissance, Neo-Classicism, Romanticism, Realism, Impression-
ism and early Modern. In China through the Ming and Qing periods.
In Japan through the Momoyama, Edo and Meiji Restoration peri-
ods. In this context, it seems clear that learning to solve the MetH-
Period tasks requires learning at least some basic properties of this
evolutionary process, paying attention to detail and also to the overall
structure of the art piece. Many different visual aspects can be useful
in this task, for example the shape, the technique, the object type, and
the motif, among others. Significantly, all these features are found at
different levels of detail in images, which makes this a challenging
problem, but also an appropriate one for HR images.

3.4 Super Resolution
To create the super resolution dataset (MetH-SR) we focus on
the largest images available. We keep only those greater than 12
megapixels, which results in a total of 20,000 HR images. From these
20,000, 16,000 are used for training and 4,000 for test. Filtering by
image size slightly reduces the variance in aspect ratios (see Figure
2). However, the dataset remains balanced between landscape and
portrait images.

The super resolution task consist on generating a high-resolution
image from its corresponding low-resolution version. In MetH-SR
we propose super resolution task at four different scaling factors:
x2, x4, x8 and x16. For the training subsets we do not include the
Low Resolution (LR) images, only the original HR ones. We expect
researchers to down-sample images for training their models as they
consider best. In contrast, to guarantee a consistent performance eval-
uation, we provide the LR images for the test subset at all four scaling
factors. For generating the LR version of images we perform a bicu-
bic down-sampling. Notice that our most aggressive down-sampling,
by a factor of x16, is unprecedented in the literature, but nevertheless
results in images ranging between 46,284 and 80,316 pixels (except

Figure 5. MetH-Period distribution of samples in bins of 50 years. Train,
validation and test subsets are highlighted in red, blue and green respectively.
Train and validation subsets are balanced within bins of 50 years. Test set
contains the rest of instances and is left unbalanced.

for the largest image which has 151,872 pixels). This range includes
currently popular input sizes, like 224x224 and 256x256.

4 BASELINES

In this section, we present a series of baselines for the introduced
datasets, except for the MetH-SR. These should serve as a refer-
ence for researchers working on the proposed tasks. All baselines
reported here down-sample the images from the MetH datasets, as it
is not within the scope of this paper to provide contributions on work-
ing with high-resolution and variable-shape images. This would, and
will, require a paper on its own. We expect solutions exploiting the
full resolution of images to surpass these baselines by avoiding the
loss of information and the deformation of the data.

The baselines of both image classification datasets (MetH-
Medium and MetH-Cultures) and the regression dataset (MetH-
Period), are rather similar. All of them use the Vgg16 architecture
[47] randomly initialized. We decided to use Vgg16 over other archi-
tectures for its design simplicity, following the typical CNN structure
(i.e., a set of convolutional layers followed by a set of fully-connected
ones). This architecture has achieved competitive results in challeng-
ing problems, for example, in Imagenet it reached 74.4% top-1 and
91.9% top-5 accuracy [47]. The only change in the architecture is in
the output neurons, which have been adapted to each problem (the
number of classes for the classification tasks, one for the regression
task). Images are downsampled to 256x256, and a random crop of
224x224 is used during training. For validation and testing, instead
of a random crop, a central crop is used. The baseline include the
Dropout layers [48] used in the original Vgg16 architecture (applied
after each fully-connected layer), with a rate of 0.5. For learning,
Adam [27] is used with a learning rate of 0.001 on all three tasks.

The results obtained by all baselines are shown in Table 2. The
MetH-Medium baseline obtained a 62.8% test accuracy after train-
ing the model for 24 epochs. The MetH-Cultures baseline obtained
a 51.8% test accuracy after training the model for 39 epochs. The
MetH-Period baseline obtained a 173.7 MSE in the test set after 36
epochs. All baseline models and the code needed to train them are



Dataset Task Splits (train/validation/test) Target Baseline Performance Architecture

MetH-Medium Classification 23,000 / 2,300 / 2,300 23 classes
Test accuracy:

62.8%
Vgg16

MetH-Cultures Classification 12,000 / 1,500 / 1,500 15 classes
Test accuracy:

51.8%
Vgg16

MetH-Period Regression 8,000 / 10,735 / 19,035
Range of years:
1500 to 1900

Test MSE:
173.7

Vgg16

MetH-SR Super resolution 18,000 / - / 4,000
Scaling factors:
x2, x4, x8, x16

- -

Table 2. Baselines table for the MetH datasets. It includes general information for each task and its baseline results. MetH-SR has no benchmark.

publicly available 7.

5 DATASET IMPACT

Down-sampling images before training a CNN has become a fre-
quent approach. This enforces a single shape across the dataset (re-
moving restrictions from the model design), and reduces the com-
putational cost of training. However, down-sampling always implies
losing information, and in most cases implies deforming the remain-
ing one. This work is based on the hypothesis that down-sampling
will soon become the exception and HR the rule.

To promote research on solutions that make the most out of HR
images with variable-shape, we introduce the MetH datasets. We
strongly believe that there are solutions to be discovered which will
make CNNs capable of taking advantage of these properties, obtain-
ing greater performance than regular techniques which avoid HR and
variable-shape properties simply by down-sampling data. To support
this hypothesis, in this section we discuss some of the current chal-
lenges in the field of AI when working with HR and variable-shape
properties, and some contributions that may already be useful in that
regard.

Nevertheless, the challenge of using HR images for CNNs goes
beyond the field of AI. Its technical requirements are so high, that
state-of-the-art technology is currently a limiting factor. In order
to properly tackle this challenge, the high-performance computing
(HPC) field must contribute as well. HPC must produce advances
that remove constrains from the set of solutions the field of AI may
come up with. For this reason, we also analyze the challenges, contri-
butions and future research lines that MetH datasets can help promote
within the field of HPC.

5.1 Challenges for AI

Working with variable-shape is challenging at several levels. Tradi-
tional CNN architectures (i.e., those composed by a set of convolu-
tional and pooling layers followed by a set of fully-connected layers)
can only be trained with a dataset of homogeneously shaped images.
This is caused by the connection between the last convolutional layer
and the first fully-connected layer. If this connection is not fixed, the
number of parameters of the fully-connected becomes dependent on
the output size of the convolutional, which at the same time depends
on the size of the input. Thus, if the size of the input changed, the
number of parameters in the fully-connected layer would also change
along training. That is something unfeasible at the moment, but ex-
plorable through MetH. Notice how convolutional layers do not have
this issue. These layers have a fixed number of parameters regard-
less of input size. Indeed, convolutional layers are not affected by

7 https://github.com/HPAI-BSC/MetH-baselines

variable-shape, but they do not fix it either; the output shape of con-
volutional layers changes with the input size.

A popular workaround for this issue is to add a Global Average
Pooling (GAP) layer [31] between the convolutional and the fully-
connected blocks. The GAP produces a fixed sized output, by reduc-
ing the output of each convolutional filter (i.e., each channel of ac-
tivations) to a single value. In this process, all spatial information is
lost. This is not ideal, since spatial information may be of relevance
for the final classifier. To avoid the complete loss of spatial infor-
mation, the Spatial Pyramid Pooling (SPP) layer [21] represents as
an intermediate approach. This layer fixes the output size but builds
a representation that contains some relative spatial information. Ap-
proaches like GAP and SPP could be thoroughly evaluated and im-
proved through the MetH challenges.

Even if we use architectures which can handle variable-shape im-
ages, we still require a consistent size for the images processed to-
gether in the same batch. Otherwise the output tensor would not be a
regularly shaped one, as needed so far by convolutional neurons. In
this context, to train with variable-shape images one must use a batch
size of one, or online learning, which is sub-optimal in terms of learn-
ing and computational efficiency, and is an open field of research on
its own [44]. A straight-forward solution is the use of padding to
fill the gaps between the different image shapes in the same batch.
However, if images are not similar in shape, a lot of padding may
be needed. This could become a hindrance for learning, while also
causing a significant computational overhead [18]. An alternative
would be to use variable batch sizes, with the goal of constraining
the amount of padding needed. This seems like a feasible approach
in theory, as shown by recent contributions [19]. However, its perfor-
mance in large-scale practice remains to be assessed, as well as the
required shape-aware batching policy.

Another question is how to adapt the design for the learning needs
of variable-shape datasets. Extreme shape variations are more de-
manding in terms of generalization (patterns may be very tall or very
wide, even larger than the input), capacity (more and more efficient
filters may be needed) and scale changes. Recent contributions could
already be applied to mitigate some of these issues, like the SPP,
Dilated filters [58] and attentional mechanisms [52]. Indeed, the ca-
pacity of attentional mechanisms of focusing on a small but relevant
portion of the input seems particularly appropriate for HR.

5.2 Challenges for HPC

AI has become a compute demanding field, as a result of the recent
increase in data availability and the popularization of DL. For many
AI applications single CPUs are no longer able to satisfy the com-
putational requirements of the field, leading to the convergence of
HPC (i.e., High-Performance Computing) and AI research. DL meth-
ods are currently deployed in parallel systems composed by multiple



nodes, where each node may contain a number of accelerators (e.g.,
GPUS, TPUs, FPGAs) or multi-core CPUs [29, 34, 45, 46, 54]. How-
ever, most contributions so far do not directly tackle the main limita-
tion when working with HR images: memory requirements.

Processing HR images generates huge internal tensor representa-
tions of activations, which can easily surpass the memory capacity
found in current accelerators. At the moment, all possible solutions
are sub-optimal. Either we work with dedicated accelerators with re-
duced memory capacity, or we use general purpose hardware with
large memory spaces [54]. To provide a reference on the scale of
the issue, consider that processing a single image (batch size of one)
of 4,000x4,000 through the Vgg16 architecture in inference requires
over 17.5GB of RAM. Processing the same image for training would
require approximately 40GB of memory, assuming single precision
(32-bit) floats.

One approach within HPC targets the reduction of memory re-
quirements, instead of increasing memory capacity. This is typically
implemented through half-precision formats for the mixed precision
training of neural networks [36] (i.e., bfloat16, fp16 and 16-bit in-
teger based). Among those, bfloat16, which was conceived for DL
training, has become the numeric alternative because of its wider
dynamic range and smaller footprint [1, 10, 23, 25]. The benefit of
using these operations is twofold. First, in terms of efficiency, a sin-
gle instruction is capable of computing twice the operations when
compared to the single precision counterpart, reducing the execu-
tion time. Second, the usage of half-precision operators reduces in
half the required memory footprint addressing the memory capacity
issue. In this context, MetH datasets provide a framework of exper-
imentation where half-precision formats are not a toy technology to
play with, but an indispensable necessity.

HPC is also moving towards satisfying larger memory require-
ments. One of the most traditional approaches involves paging tech-
niques, coordinated by the hardware and the operating system. This
involves the use of a secondary storage as an extension of main mem-
ory providing a larger address space. Unfortunately, secondary stor-
age is orders of magnitude slower than memory (SSD latency ranges
in the tens of microseconds while DRAM latency ranges in the hun-
dreds of nanoseconds) and thus becomes impractical due to the per-
formance degradation. Another option is to use 3D XPoint non-
volatile memory, as proposed by Intel R© through the OptaneTMDC
Persistent Memory modules. These memory modules provides larger
capacity than regular DRAM modules (up to 3 TiB per socket) at
the cost of being only one order of magnitude slower than DRAM.
This memory supports volatile usage, in which the DRAM acts as a
last-level cache, and it lets applications use the huge address space
without having to modify them. The performance of these emerging
technologies in a stressful, large-scale setting like the one proposed
in this work, remains to be assessed.

One more aspect in which HPC is challenged by MetH regards
load balancing. The use of variable-shaped images inherently implies
variable computational and memory requirements. To enable an ef-
ficient use of resources, one of the main concerns of HPC, current
solutions need to be adaptable and flexible in real-time: consecutive
batches of data may have very different requirements. If this issue is
not addressed, particularly in a distributed computing environment,
the slowest component will drive the runtime and limit scalability.
In this context, we propose the use of variable-shape images, as pro-
vided by MetH, as a prioritary case study for load balacing research.

5.3 Art is Rich

Art is a tricky domain to work with. It is creative, but also strongly
influenced by context and previous contributions. There are some
general aesthetic rules, however these are often broken as part of the
creative process. As we will review in this section, working with art
datasets provides yet another level of relevance to the MetH datasets.

Art is scale independent. Let us consider the case of the fleur-de-
lis, a recurrent motif in French art. This is a useful thing to know
when assessing the cultural origin of an art piece, or even the creation
date (the fleur-de-lis was a symbol of royal France). In art, the fleur-
de-lis can be found in a variety of ways. It can be shown large on
tapestries and canvases, or it can be a tiny decoration on silverware
and coins. Such scale variance represents a challenge for DL, and so
far it is hard to find other domains where complex patterns can have
such a wide variance in scale.

Art is hard to predict. All MetH datasets have a large intra-class
variability. Indeed, objects made from the same material have signif-
icant differences among them. As do objects belonging to the same
culture or objects coming from the same period. At the very least, the
MetH-Medium includes cultural and temporal variations. The MetH-
Cultures, medium and temporal variations. And the MetH-Period,
medium and cultural variations. Super resolution tasks in the context
of art is also affected by art unpredictability. Producing credible ex-
trapolations to produce HR images from LR images is particularly
challenging on a domain based on creativity.

Art can be blended. To solve all the MetH tasks optimally, one
needs to find the common trends found within the same materials,
cultures and periods. If these shared properties are learnt, they can be
enforced on other data through style transfer [16]. This methods will
allow us to produce interesting visual fusions. What if Picasso had
been born in China? What if the Mona Lisa was sculpted of stone?
Such research could result in applications for art dissemination, us-
able by museums world-wide.

Art is pervasive. It stands to reason that, among all the visual fea-
tures needed to solve all the MetH tasks, there will be a significant
coherency. In this scenario, the MetH datasets become an interesting
use case study for lifelong learning techniques [40]. These methods
aim at training models capable of solving several tasks, and seem
particularly appropriate for a set of tasks with very different goals,
but very similar data. Following the same assumption, the transfer
learning field [15, 57] will also find an interesting testing ground
in the MetH datasets. Transfer learning aims at improving the per-
formance on one task by reusing knowledge obtained when trying to
solve a different one. In this context, one could use features learnt for
MetH-Cultures to solve MetH-Medium, or any other combination.

6 CONCLUSIONS

Currently, the default practice for training CNNs has been to system-
atically down-sample data, homogenizing samples. This simplifies
architecture design and reduces computational cost, but implies in-
formation loss and deformation. For HR data this can be dramatic, as
down-sampling a 4,000x4,000 image to 256x256 pixels implies los-
ing 99.6% of all data. This methodology has been successful when
tackling the first generation of DL tasks, but it will be inefficient or
even unfeasible for more ambitious future tasks, which may require
both attention to detail and an understanding of the overall structure.

The goal of this paper is to encourage people to work with datasets
of HR and variable-shape, exploiting all the information available
and avoiding deformation. We expect this approach will eventually



lead to better performances. To promote this line of research we in-
troduce four novel datasets: MetH-Medium, MetH-Cultures, MetH-
Period and MetH-SR. The first two are image classification prob-
lems, the MetH-Period is a regression problem and, the MetH-SR is
a super resolution task. The four datasets contain images of art pieces
from the Metropolitan Museum of Art of New York [39].

In comparison, public datasets available today are composed by
significantly smaller images: In a sample of 12 popular datasets we
found the largest image to have 1 MP (see left plot of Figure 2).
In contrast, the smallest images in our datasets have 2.6 MP, while
the average is 5 MP. Another difference between currently popular
datasets and our proposal is the distribution of aspect ratios. The an-
alyzed sample had a majority of landscape images, with only a few
having a significant amount of portrait ones. As shown in the right
plot of Figure 2, even in these few cases there is still a clear ma-
jority of landscape images. Our datasets have more balanced aspect
ratio distributions, perfectly balanced in two cases and slightly biased
towards portrait aspect ratios for the remaining two. These two char-
acteristics (larger resolution and aspect ratio variance) are relevant
enough as to have a significant impact on the performance of current
CNNs methods. Thus, we argue that past and future contributions to
the field should also be evaluated on this setting.

For all the proposed datasets except MetH-SR, we provide a
baseline based on well-known architectures in the field. Although
these are not thoroughly optimized, their performance is still rather
mediocre as shown in Table 2. This shows that there is plenty of
room for improvement, and that the problem is challenging: MetH-
Medium contains a subset of classes particularly hard to discrimi-
nate, MetH-Cultures can only be discriminated through a wide vari-
ety of visual features and MetH-Period spans through 500 years and
a lot of artistic movements. MetH-SR task reaches a degree of up-
sampling unprecedented in the literature, stating the challenge of the
problem.

The proposed datasets are also relevant for a variety of reasons.
Within the field of AI it can contribute to topics like input pipelines,
new neuron and model designs, scaling and scalable architectures,
online and batch learning. Within the field of HPC it can contribute
to topics like accelerator design, memory technologies, paging tech-
niques and load-balancing. Considering the particularities of art, the
dataset provided can also be used for research related with style
transfer, lifelong learning and transfer learning.

All four datasets, the instructions to use them, and the code and re-
sults for the baselines are made available through a publicly available
webpage.
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